






















































































Annex:1 
Criteria for Teacher Rationalization and Redeployment 

 

Lower Basic (grade 1-5) Level:  

a. If the school is running grade 1-3/1-5, and has less than or equal to 20 students, that school 
will be considered multi-grade school and will be allocated one teacher position. (As 50 
students is the optimal norm for a teacher position, 40 percent less of that is considered as 
viable unit for multi-grade setting.), with a future plan of downsizing the schools with1-5.   

b. If the school is running grade 1-3, and has less than or equal to 50 students, that school will 
be considered multi-grade school and will be allocated 2 teacher position.  

c. If the school is running 1-3 grades and have more than 50 students = 3 teacher. 

d. If the school is running grade 1-5 and have less than or equal to 50 students = two teacher 
multi-grade school. (new proposed 3 teachers)  

e. If the school is running 1-5 grades and have more than 50 and less than 80 (new proposed 100 
students) students = three teacher multi grade school. (new proposed 4 teachers)   

f. If the school is running 1-5 grades and have more than 80 (new proposed 100 students) and 
less than/equal to 120 students (new proposed 150 students) = four teacher multi-grade school 
(new proposed 5 teachers).  

g. If the school is running 1-5 grades and have more than 120 students (new proposed more than 
150 students)  = five teacher (new proposed could be 6 teachers). 

*As the above all conditions need to be re-arranged, we will discussed tomorrow morning.   

Upper Basic (grade 1-8) Level: 
 

a. If the school is running only grade 6, two teachers will be allocated. 
b. If the school is running grade  6 and 7 with less than or equal to 50 students, 2 teachers , 

more than 50 students,  3 teachers 
c. If there are less than or equal to 50 students = 3 teacher (1 teacher capable 

of teaching English and other 3 subjects, and 1 another  teacher capable of teaching 
mathematics, science  and other 2 other subjects)   

d. If there are more than 50 students = four teacher ( out of four teachers, there must be one 
teacher capable of teaching English and other three subjects and one teacher capable of 
teaching mathematics and science and other two subjects) 

  
Secondary (grade 9-10) Level: 
  



a. If there are 50 or less than 50 students in total at grade 9-10 secondary level= four 
teachers ( out of four, there must be one teacher capable of teaching English and one 
other subject and another one teacher capable of teaching mathematics and Science)  
 

b. If there are more than 50 students = five teachers (out of five, there must be one teacher 
capable of teaching English and one other subject and another one teacher capable of 
teaching mathematics and Science) 
 

 
Common condition for allowing separate section in a class: 
If there are more than 56 students in mountains, 68 students in hills and 70 students in terai and 
Kathmandu valley, separate section in that class will be allowed, and one additional teacher 
should be allocated in each of the lower basic (1-5) and upper basic (1-8) level and two teachers 
capable of teaching English, Math and Science will be allocated for secondary (9-10) level.   
 
Note:  The assumption is that section will be allowed only after having 40% additional students 
in the class.   
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